Step 3: Clip the templates and fabric pieces for each sec. together and place the pieces into Bag #C2.

► Fabric C5: Unit C2R (TLS #5)

One 3” by 42” strip yields enough fabric to complete (6) units. Your quilt requires (12) units.

Color Options: If you have elected to use two or more colors for Fabric C5, you will need to adjust your cutting to accommodate the number of strips cut from each fabric color chosen. To determine the # of strips needed for each Color Option refer to the chart below.

- **One Color Option:** (12) blocks per color. Cut (2) strips from Fabric C5. Cut (6) pieces per strip.
- **Two Color Option:** (6) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C5:a & C5:b. Cut (6) pieces per strip.
- **Three Color Option:** (4) blocks per color. Cut (1) strips from each Fabric C5:a, C5:b, & C5:c. Cut (4) pieces per strip.
- **Four Color Option:** (3) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C5:a, C5:b, C5:c, & C5:d. Cut (3) pieces per strip.
- **Six Color Option:** (2) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C5:a, C5:b, C5:c, C5:d, C5:e, & C5:f. Cut (2) pieces per strip.

Step 1: Stack the 2-1/2” by 42” strips facing right-side-up in alphabetical order starting with Fabric C5:a on the top. Position the Unit C2R Template Layout Sheet #4 onto your stack and sub-cut (12) pieces matching the size and shape of (TLS) #5.

Step 2: Sort the pieces, alphabetically by color then stack the pieces right-side-up into one pile. Center (TLS) #5 onto your stack. Using your ruler and rotary cutter, slice through the paper and fabric on each Cut Line to separate the individual sections.

Step 3: Clip the templates and fabric pieces for each sec. together and place the pieces into Bag #C2.

► Fabric C6: Unit C2L (TLS #4)

One 3” by 42” strip yields enough fabric to complete (6) units. Your quilt requires (12) units.

Color Options: If you have selected to use two or more colors for Fabric C6, you will need to adjust your cutting to accommodate the number of strips cut from each fabric color chosen. To determine the # of strips needed for each Color Option refer to the chart below.

- **One Color Option:** (12) blocks per color. Cut (2) strips from Fabric C6. Cut (6) pieces per strip.
- **Two Color Option:** (6) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C6:a & C6:b. Cut (6) pieces per strip.
- **Three Color Option:** (4) blocks per color. Cut (1) strips from each Fabric C6:a, C6:b, & C6:c. Cut (4) pieces per strip.
- **Four Color Option:** (3) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C6:a, C6:b, C6:c & C6:d. Cut (3) pieces per strip.
- **Six Color Option:** (2) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C6:a, C6:b, C6:c, C6:d, C6:e, & C6:f. Cut (2) pieces per strip.

Step 1: Stack the 2-1/2” by 42” strips facing right-side-up in alphabetical order starting with Fabric C6:a on the top. Position the Unit C2L Template Layout Sheet #5 onto your stack and sub-cut (12) pieces matching the size and shape of (TLS) #4.

Step 2: Sort the pieces, alphabetically by color then stack the pieces right-side-up into one pile. Center (TLS) #4 onto your stack. Using your ruler and rotary cutter, slice through the paper and fabric on each Cut Line to separate the individual sections.

Step 3: Clip the templates and fabric pieces for each sec. together and place the pieces into Bag #C2.

► Fabric C7: T-Temp C1R & C1L Cutting Layout #6 (“C-Layout #6)

One 3-1/2” by 42” strip yields enough fabric to complete (4) units. Your quilt requires (12) units.

Color Options: If you have elected to use two or more colors for Fabric C7, you will need to adjust your cutting to accommodate the number of strips cut from each fabric color chosen. To determine the # of strips needed for each Color Option refer to the chart below.

- **One Color Option:** (12) blocks per color. Cut (3) strips from Fabric C7. Cut (2) C-Layouts per strip or (4) each left & right pieces per strip.
- **Two Color Option:** (6) blocks per color. Cut (4) strips from each Fabric C7:a & C7:b. Cut (1-1/2) C-Layouts per strip or (3) each left & right pieces per strip. (See note on Page 6).
- **Three Color Option:** (4) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C7:a, C7:b, & C7:c. Cut (2) C-Layouts per strip.
- **Four Color Option:** (3) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C7:a, C7:b, C7:c, & C7:d. Cut (1-1/2) C-Layouts per strip or (3) left & right pieces per strip. (See note on Pg 6).
- **Six Color Option:** (2) blocks per color. Cut (1) strip from each Fabric C7:a, C7:b, C7:c, C7:d, C7:e, & C1:f. Cut (1) C-Layouts per strip.

Step 1: Position the fabric strips facing right-side-up on your table. A small amount of re-positional fabric glue is placed on the backside of each T-Template C1L & C1R Cutting Sheet #6. Position the backside of each template sheet against the right-side of the fabric. The layout sheet are separated by cutting between the papers.

Step 2: Set your stitch length at 2.8 and sew the (TRP) Lines on each T-Template. Then, trim the threads on the front and backside of each template. The individual template pieces are cut out around the perimeter of each template. Place these pieces in Bag #C5.